TrekPod™GO! with MagMount™ AR/i by Trek-Tech ™
TrekPod Go! is Trek-Tech’s premier tripod/monopod/hiking staff multi-tool
which incorporates numerous customer-requested enhancements including
the ability to pack into its included carry case and fit in an overhead carryon. It also telescopes 4” shorter in the hiking staff/monopod mode, has
“soft touch” rubber locking nuts, captures the palm rest so it won’t get lost,
and introduces the new MagMount AR/i, while retaining all of the original
TrekPod’s innovative capabilities.
Magmount™ AR/i is a significant refinement of the industry’s first
magnetic quick-release camera and optical device mounting system. It
provides for the instant attachment of almost any camera, spotting scope or
other device that uses the industry standard ¼”-20 mounting stud. The new
Anti-Rotation feature locks your portrait shots in place, and i ndexing every
30° aids with panorama photos and precise position repeatability.

Specifications:

TrekPodGO! in
Monopod/Hiking
Staff Mode

Limited Lifetime Warranty. For complete warranty details visit trekpod.com,
call us at 503.459.0030, or ask your retailer for details.

28 oz./.793 kg (including MagMount)

TrekPod Go! Weight

2.6 oz./.073 kg (as separate accessory)
up to 9 lbs / 4 kg depending on
MagMount ball head capacity
center of gravity of load - see FAQ*
Approximately 200 lbs / 90 kg
Hiking staff/monopod load rating
vertical load, properly locked
Height range in tripod mode
39 to 57.5 inches (99 to 146 cm)
MagMount AR/i Weight

Height range in Hiking

42.5 to 62.5 inches (106.7 to 158.8 cm)

staff/monopod mode

TrekPodGO! in
Tripod Mode

23 x 4 x 2.5 inches
58.4 x 10.2 x 6.3 cm
22 inches (56 cm)

Packable size in
Included travel case
Open Leg Diameter

Rare Earth Neodymium Magnet

MagMount AR/i Magnet
Mag Adapters (2)

Nickel plated steel alloy ¼”-20
threaded adapter
Captured, molded polymer palm rest standard

(One light-force & one heavy-force AR/i)

Palm rest

Options: Please visit trek-tech.com for VersaMount, optional hardwood
and exotic wood palm rests (photos on back) and other TrekPod
accessories that may not be carried by your dealer.
*See FAQ and MagMount Suitability document at www.trek-tech.com/faq for more information.

MagMount™ AR/i
MagAdapter with ¼”20 threaded stud
screws into the
tripod socket on your
camera or other
optical device
enabling instant
attachment to
MagMount
MagMount with
rare earth magnet
Patent Pending

TrekPod Go! packs
in your overhead
carry-on
MagMount AR/i ball head mounting
system with Safety Clip, LF & AR/i HF
Mag Adaptors
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